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â€œI am home. I still find it hard to believe. I am home and I have hope. I know the gods are waiting,

I know I have to stop the evil trying to steal my peace, but for now â€“ for now I just want to rebuild

my family. With luck they will allow me that at least.â€•Lancelot might be home but all is not well. His

betrayal of Tancred has driven a permanent chasm between the men â€“ one which might never

allow them to be happy. For months Lancelot lives with a strange emotional hiatus until he and

Arthur are attacked and they are once more faced with their true passions and destiny.Epona, the

goddess who has chosen Lancelot as her champion, finally decides he has taken enough time to

himself and he must act to save Albion and Taranis from her son. Lancelot however isnâ€™t

convinced after what he sacrificed the last time he tangled with Balar. She ensures he has little

choice and forces him to pursue her agenda. With a small cohort of companions Lancelot must face

the largest army ever raised in Albion and defeat the son Morgana and Arthur created.Their journey

north is a harsh quest for the royal house of Albion but they draw together, forging new bonds which

will bind them forever â€“ making them a weapon able to face their final great threat.Email

reviewsI've read your Knights of Camelot and I rate you right up there with Ms. Zimmer-Bradley -

Bobby (Ravenheart)I am a reader in the USA who discovered your books while searching for

something new to read. I fell in love and couldn't put them down. - Lee Hassing
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I could not wait to get into this book. Took longer than I'd prefer but I got to it. Of course, it opens up

with more heartbreak for me, because I really wanted Lancelot to end up with Tancred. I love that

wolf shifter, but Lancelot messed that up. The attack on Arthur reunites him with his original and

perhaps greatest love, but it' never an easy road for them. An attack on Arthur is a prelude to the

return of Mordred. With a god backing him, it's not going to be easy, but when is Lancelot's life ever

easy? We get to know more about Morgana finally, and her eventual acceptance of Lancelot. Like

all her other stories, there are a lot of highs and lows and points where you get utterly frustrated with

certain characters, mainly Tancred for me because I want him to be happy and I wanted him with

Lancelot. But that wasn't really meant to be and we get a return to the original story with the final

battle of Arthur vs Mordred. Couldn't wait to get to the final book

There were some parts I like and some were like what make up my mind. If he considers himself to

be gay why is he still having sex with women that doesn't make sense to me. Yea I know it is fiction,

but it would be nice to be on the same page with the character. There is one part I love when Rhea

was about to attack a God, I would love to see that.

Another amazing story with great humor, adventure, love, really evil villains, and characters you

truly care about. Every book Sarah Luddington writes just gets better and better! Fantastic series

that I have read and enjoyed over and over again.Passion Of Lancelot (The Knights Of Camelot)

This book is just like the others in the Lancelot series...amazing!! I have never gotten so mad, sad,

happy, and excited for a series of books! I dont write spoilers so if you want to read this one, first

make sure you've read the other 7 (you wont be disappointed that you did!), and second make sure

you have time, because these are books you do not want to put down!

Sarah writes another amazing Lancelot book! Make sure you have plenty of time because you won't

want to put this book down!! Please read the previous books in order to fully appreciate the

emotional happiness and turmoil of the characters. I don't want to add any spoilers but please know

that Sarah does a good job explaining why some relationships won't emotionally work and why



others flourish. This book was filled with emotional angst, love, frustration, strength of character,

war, and triumph. My favorite break out character was getting to know Morgana more. The book

ends with a new adventure upon our champions!

This book was fantastic as are all of the Knights of Camelot books. Characters are fleshed out very

nicely, and the writing puts you right up there with the characters. I love these books and am eagerly

awaiting the next book.
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